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me!

me me me me me me
let’s talk about me



PEPs



What the hell are PEPs



pYthon enhancement 
proposals



pYthon enhancement 
proposals

of course you know this









CELEBRITY QUIZ



Who’s your daddy?



Who’s your daddy?



BDFL
Benevolent Dictator for Life



idea 
+ 

champion 
+ 

github PR 
= 

new pep draft





What’s the PEP that 
everyone knows?



PEP554



PEP8



Beautiful	is	better	than	ugly.	

Explicit	is	better	than	implicit.	

Simple	is	better	than	complex.	

Complex	is	better	than	complicated.	

Flat	is	better	than	nested.	

Sparse	is	better	than	dense.	

Readability	counts.	

Special	cases	aren't	special	enough	to	break	the	rules.	

Although	practicality	beats	purity.	

Errors	should	never	pass	silently.	

Unless	explicitly	silenced.	

In	the	face	of	ambiguity,	refuse	the	temptation	to	guess.	

There	should	be	one--	and	preferably	only	one	--obvious	way	to	do	it.	

Although	that	way	may	not	be	obvious	at	first	unless	you're	Dutch.	

Now	is	better	than	never.	

Although	never	is	often	better	than	*right*	now.	

If	the	implementation	is	hard	to	explain,	it's	a	bad	idea.	

If	the	implementation	is	easy	to	explain,	it	may	be	a	good	idea.	

Namespaces	are	one	honking	great	idea	--	let's	do	more	of	those!	
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Sparse	is	better	than	dense.	
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“Don't try to stick too much code on one line.”



No one knows about the other one.



Let’s talk about pepes peps!





serious business? 
os.urandom / random.SystemRandom

over 
random.* whatever



import random 
>>> random._inst 
<random.Random object at 0x7fc536051618> 

# PEP proposed: make _inst a SystemRandom instance 
# by default and provide a call to  
# switch to random.Random: 
# random.ensure_repeatable() 

# oooh and this has a performance impact







depressingly civil and polite and nice.











SAY NO TO DRUGS













Okay let’s find some treasure.









git clone $pep_repo



# Find me some dirt!



$ git grep -i fuck 
# nothing :(



$ git grep -i shit 
# nothing :(



$ git grep -i dick 
# …



pep-3133.txt:express the works of Charles Dickens in Python: :: 
pep-3133.txt:  >>> from dickens import Urchin, Gentleman

$ git grep -i dick 
# …



pep-3133.txt:express the works of Charles Dickens in Python: :: 
pep-3133.txt:  >>> from dickens import Urchin, Gentleman

$ git grep -i dick 
# …



C’est la vie. 
I look for profanity, I find Dickens.





pep-3133.txt:With the invention of both dogs and trees, we were  
no longer able to …

$ git grep -i dogs 
# …







pies.szczeka()



Okay let’s look for envy.



$ git grep -i $other_lang



$ git grep -i php | wc -l 
74



$ git grep -i “[^.]php” | wc -l 
40

























(that was 6 useless slides)

@





git grep -i "[Pp]erl[^(ly|pod|\.org)|ink]" | wc -l 

83



They even mention Perl 6!











git grep -i "JavaScript" | wc -l 
29



git grep -i "ECMAScript" | wc -l 
9





other languages too



other languages too.



let’s wrap this up



what did we learn?



Questions?



the koniec
goodbye

Jacek Szpot

and @maligree after hours


